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Context

INTRODUCING MENSWEAR ON INSTAGRAM
Instagram is often viewed as a female-centric
social channel, crammed with images of
sunsets, shoes and latte art.
However, this isn’t the case, at least in the UK:
recent data has shown that 35% of men are
active users of the app, 13 percentage points
up from the previous year.*
Offline, the appetite for men’s fashion is
growing quickly too. Data from Euromonitor**
has projected that the UK menswear market
will increase by 0.7% by 2020, while
womenswear is set to shrink by 0.2%.
With menswear content on Instagram reaching
a potential audience of 144M in the UK,
according to our findings in this report, the
channel stands out as a key place for brands to
engage with trend-conscious men hungry for
style inspiration.
So how should brands approach this topic?

*Based on GlobalWebIndex data comparing the proportion of UK males actively using Instagram in Q4 2016 vs. Q4 2015

Men’s
Fashion
Taster (2017)
Report
**Statistic
from Euromonitor

Scope

METHODOLOGY

Period
01/06/2016 – 31/05/2017

Scope

UK content sourced through social listening software, based on key menswear hashtags:

#mensfashion OR #menstyle OR #mensstyle OR #menswear OR #menwear OR #menwithstyle OR
#thedapperhaus OR #mensfashionreport OR #mensfashionblogger OR #ootmen OR #menwithstreetstyle
OR #dapper OR #mensfashionpost

A manually coded sample of 1000 posts was used to compose key sections in the report (top menswear
products, trends, authors and content format). All spam and irrelevant content was removed from this
sample to achieve the most accurate analysis.
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Summarising the Trends

Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Buzz around men’s fashion grew during Spring and Winter, with the former accounting for 30% of
conversation. Sunday was the key day for consumers to capture their looks on Instagram.
Menswear is enjoyed by a mostly urban audience. The top five UK cities accounted for two thirds of
all content, with London accounting for a huge 59%.
The UK menswear territory on Instagram was split between two styles: formal fashion (e.g. suits) and
street style. Formal wear was the more prominent trend, featuring in 33% of conversation; however,
Slide not included in this preview
sneakers made up 10% of the individual product share of voice. Printed t-shirts accounted for a
further 18%, followed by checked patterns (14%).
The popularity of showcasing a full look meant that shirts and t-shirts were the most frequently
featured products on Instagram. 47% of content visualized a full outfit, with selfies (8%) also helping
boost the presence of tops. Sneakers outperformed formal footwear, dominating both casual and
smart-casual styles.
There was low brand penetration across content tagged with the top men’s fashion hashtags. Adidas
successfully used athletes as brand ambassadors for their sportswear; however, organic conversation
around the brand was more centered around casual trainers.
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When does Menswear
conversation occur?

Seasonality

SPRING & WINTER ARE KEY
SEASONS FOR MEN’S
FASHION
•

Men’s fashion was a leisure-centric
topic on Instagram, with content
being published largely outside of
working hours: in the evening, and
during weekends.

•

Sundays were the most popular time
for men to share their #ootd (‘outfit
of the day’) photos on the channel.
However, spikes in usage of the
hashtag coincided with events: the
weekend of London Fashion Week in
September saw the greatest number
of outfit photos posted.

•

Weekends saw most fashion conversation, with Sundays
attracting the largest number of outfit posts

Spring generated
30% of all
menswear
discussion,
including the
greatest volume
of buzz around
suits.

On average, the cooler seasons of
Spring & Winter generated most
menswear conversation. This was due
to the popularity of smarter styles
(e.g. suits), which gained greater
traction than more casual outfits.

*Men posting under the #ootd or #ootdmen hashtags
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Consumers*
talked most
about men’s
fashion between
5pm – 7pm.

Menswear Moments

CONSUMERS TALK ABOUT
MENSWEAR DURING
DOWNTIME
•

Consumers were most active in sharing
menswear content outside of working
hours: 67% of all consumer posts around
men’s fashion occurred at this time.
However, consumers posted more
during the working day than the lunch
period (26% vs. 6%).

•

Similarly, brands were most prolific
outside of work, but they were also the
most active group posting during the
weekday lunchtime period. Brands made
up 60% of the content published at this
time.

•

Influencers had the lowest proportion of
content posted during lunchtime or
working hours: 72% of this audience’s
posts occurred outside of working hours.
This may illustrate how fewer menswear
influencers inhabit the full-time
professional level seen across the
women’s fashion market, and may have
day jobs preventing posting.
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Share of Content by Audience & Time Period

Slide not included in this preview

Brands

Lunchtime
(week days)*

Consumers

Working hours
(weekdays)

Influencers

Outside work
(weekends & nonworking hours)

*Moments definitions: Lunchtime (12-2PM on weekdays), Working hours (9AM – 5PM on weekdays, excluding the 12-2PM window),
Outside work (weekend days, 5PM – 9AM during weekdays)
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Who is talking about Menswear
on Instagram?
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Demographics

WOMEN DISCUSS MENSWEAR IN A PROFESSIONAL CONTEXT
As expected for the content territory, Men accounted for 90% of all those talking about menswear in the UK.

Gender split
of Menswear
content*

Slide not included in this preview

Of the women represented, almost a quarter were involved in the fashion or creative industries, and mainly used Instagram to
promote their work. This was led by personal stylists (5%), contributing to #photography and #model ranking among the top eight
hashtags used by female menswear posters. By contrast, few female consumers addressed the topic.
*Based on a 48% sample of menswear conversation across the reporting period.
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Top UK Locations

LONDON IS THE MOST TREND-FOCUSED CITY
Glasgow

1%

London was overwhelmingly the
menswear centre of the UK: 59%
of all men’s fashion discussion
originated from the city. This was
partly due to the number of
fashion professionals promoting
their work, representing 9% of all
geolocated content.

Leeds

1%
Manchester

3%

Nottingham

1%
Liverpool

London

1%

59%
Birmingham

Blogger and sneaker enthusiast
@kersxaw
(21.2K
followers)
boosted Manchester’s fashion
credentials. He posted more than
150 photos showcasing his style
from the city.
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2%
Brighton

1%
Cardiff

Bristol

1%

1%
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Fashion Tribes

From Mods during the 60s to 1990s Ravers, subcultures
have formed around fashion.
Which menswear tribes are making their mark in 2017?

Fashion Tribes

FASHION TRIBES: DAPPER GENTS
#dapper #dapperman #dandy #gentleman

16% of the
menswear territory

16.1M
reach

3.5M
engagements

•

Dapper Gents are a diverse community of men
celebrating smart fashion, ranging from more suits &
tailoring to contemporary takes on the style.

•

These Instagrammers largely clustered around the
#dapper hashtag, which featured in 13% of all
menswear content, and was the most accessible entry
point to this community. More niche groups tagged
content with #dandy (20% of the community),
showcasing vintage-inspired and avant-garde clothing.

•

More ostentatious members of the community
showcased their style at the annual #pittiuomo in Italy.
This attracted more than 2.1K mentions across the
menswear territory.

•

Influential members of this community included
YouTuber and TV personality @proudlock (679K
followers) and lifestyle & travel blogger julian_blau
(69.5K followers).
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Fashion Tribes

FASHION TRIBES: STREET STYLE
#streetstyle #streetwear #streetfashion

15% of the
menswear territory

16.6M
reach

3.2M
engagements

•

Street Style enthusiasts regularly updated
followers on their outfits, tagging photos with
#ootd and #ootmen. 28% of content from this
community included these tags, with the 5-7pm
(14%) and 12 – 2pm (12%) periods key moments
for posting.

•

Bloggers made up nearly a third of this
community, although many of these were
amateur, less influential profiles, such as
@levijeramiah (1.8K followers) explaining why
they accounted for just 27% of Street Style
reach.

•

London was a popular location for the
community to capture their looks, with 38% of
Street Style mentions tagging the city.
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Fashion Tribes

FASHION TRIBES: LUXURY SEEKERS
#luxury #luxurylife # luxurylifesyle #watch
#premium #rolex #luxurywatch

17% of the
menswear territory

27.9M
reach

3.2M
engagements

•

Luxury Seekers shared premium purchases on
Instagram, with a particular focus on watches.
18% of all content tagged with luxury also
featured a watch-related hashtag. 8%
specifically referenced Rolex.

•

Custom-made fashion items were seen as the
ultimate status symbol within this community:
11% of content included the #bespoke hashtag,
with shoes and tailoring being popular
expressions of this.

•

Profiles within this segment had 73% greater
combined reach overall than Dapper Gents, due
to high brand penetration and popular luxuryorientated accounts like @luxallday (1.5M
followers).
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Fashion Tribes

DAPPER GENTS TAKE THE LEAD IN LONDON, BUT STREET STYLE
RULES IN MANCHESTER

vs.

London

Manchester
Manchester fashion fans were much
more engaged with street style than
Londoners. Streetwear brands like
PVNDA contributed to its popularity.
15%

21%

41%

43%

19%

32%

17%

Dapper Gents
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12%

Street Style

Luxury Seekers
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Other audiences

Which menswear products
generate most buzz?

Men’s Fashion Taster Report

Top Menswear Products

TOPS & ACCESSORIES ARE
MOST SHOWCASED ON
INSTAGRAM
•

•

•

T-shirts & shirts were the most frequently
captured men’s fashion products on
Instagram, appearing in 73% of the coded
sample. This reflects the popularity of full
outfit photos as a content format,
accounting for nearly a third of mentions.
Selfies (10%) posted by consumers also
boosted the presence of shirts.
Accessories were often featured in
connection with smart styles. 29% of
accessories (e.g. ties, bags and hats) were
mentioned alongside suits. This product
category was among the least represented
in full-outfit shots, but was the second
most visible in flat lays: 10% of all
accessories content was in the form of flat
lays.

10%

Slide not included in this preview
6%

8%
10%
18%

4%

6%

The outerwear category (17%) was mostly
present in the form of blazers and suit
jackets. Many of these images were in
connection with formalwear, the most
popular style across Instagram menswear
content.
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22%

<1%
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Top Menswear Products

NIKE AND ADIDAS DOMINATE THE CASUAL FOOTWEAR CATEGORY

17%

10%

•

Casual shoes made up a significantly larger share of voice then smart footwear, featuring in 10% vs. 4% of content. This was
a result of the popularity of streetwear.

•

Nike and Adidas were the most frequently mentioned sneakers brands, appearing in 20% and 13%, respectively, of content
tagged with #sneakers. Mentions of Adidas were driven by the brand’s collaboration with Kanye West: 20% of Adidas
content referenced the Yeezy range. However, 74% of all Yeezy posts failed to reference Adidas at all, suggesting that the
shoes have standalone recognition beyond the brand.

Men’s Fashion Taster Report
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Content Formats

Visual content has never
been more important:
research indicates that
seeing
information
conveyed visually results
in 65% recall three days
later vs. just 10% if
people hear it*.
So how are the different
audience
segments
presenting
menswear
products visually?

*Based on research from biologist John Medina, cited in
Brain Rules

Content Formats

BRANDS SPOTLIGHT PRODUCTS RATHER THAN SHOWCASE HOLISTIC LOOKS
Selfie – 1%
Group Image – 1%
Video – <1%
Flat Lay – <1%

Single Product Shot – 1%
2%

Video – 1%

Consumers shared most
selfies, representing 82% of
those posting in this format.
This
involved
either
showcasing a single item or a
full outfit through the use of a
selfie stick or mirror.
Selfies were less used by
brands and influencers, who
preferred
to
advertise
products
through
more
professional quality formats.

Full Outfit
Photo

2%

Single
Product
Shot

3%

21%

12%
6%

7%

Full outfit photos were by far
the most widely shared
content format among
consumers, accounting for
56% of posts.

Influencers

Slide not included in this preview

Selfie

Single
Product
Shot

42%

Share of Content
by Format &
Audience

45%

Brands

Full
Outfit
Photo

Consumers

14%

Full
Outfit
Photo

Flat Lay
7%

24%

Selfie – <1%

Group Image
– 1%
Video – 1%
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Brands frequently used single
product images to showcase
specific products in more
detail.
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Flat lays introduced consumers to
curated product and outfit
combinations. Mostly posted by
brands, these appeal to users
seeking
stylish,
structured
imagery.
*See glossary for explanation of each content format

How do brands communicate
on Instagram?

Top Brands in the Territory

Luxury Brands*

EVENTS IMPACT LUXURY
BRAND DISCUSSION
•

•

•

1.4K

Luxury brand discussion was driven more by
brand activity and events compared to high
street brands. Activations such as Burberry’s
Makers House, a London events space where
the public could view the brand’s new
collection following its catwalk show,
contributed to a spike in conversation during
February. The month saw nearly three times
more Burberry conversation than the
monthly average for the period.

1.2K

1K

651

Slide not included in this preview

Overall, London Fashion Week had a big
impact on Burberry’s footprint in the
menswear territory: 25% of mentions
referenced the events in February and
September. The September show introduced
Burberry’s first ever directly purchasable
collection and was also its first combined
men’s and women’s show, boosting media
and influencer buzz – a post from
@ukesquire promoting the Makers House
campaign.

492

294

280

HUGO BOSS gained most traction with its
formal wear, including shirts and blazers,
which was explicitly mentioned in 26% of
posts.

195

118

*Not all brands are solely focused on menswear
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Top Brands in the Territory

HIGH STREET & MID-PRICED
RETAILERS PROMPT MOST
DAILY OUTFIT SHARING

High Street & Mid-Priced Brands*

2.8K

•

•

Streetwear characterised the top high street
menswear retailers represented in the
territory: more than a third of combined
content featured the #streetstyle hashtag.

1.9K

Those wearing these brands were more likely
than luxury fashion fans to share their #ootd
images, with 41% capturing their outfits
under the tag vs. 17% of consumers wearing
products by the higher priced brands.

Slide not included in this preview

•

•

ASOS content was more retailer than
consumer driven. 40% of conversation
featured the #asosmarketplace hashtag, with
a further 36% included #vintage, indicating
that Marketplace sub-brands are particularly
active at promoting their wares.

508

358

Topman was an accessible street style brand,
favoured by both consumers and fashion
bloggers, who accounted for 28% of brand
mentions.

51

*Not all brands are solely focused on menswear
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1.7K

Top Brands in the Territory

PRODUCT BUZZ GIVES
ADIDAS THE LEAD OVER NIKE

Activewear Brands*

2.4K

•

Activewear brands attracted some of the
greatest buzz among consumers. More than a
third of Adidas mentions were selfies or
tagged with #ootd and #ootdmen, while 26%
of Nike content featured these hashtags.

•

Adidas attracted 8% more conversation than
Nike. This may be due to buzz around Adidas’
Yeezy collaboration with Kanye West, which
represented 20% of all brand mentions. By
contrast, no Nike product stood out in
discussion.

•

Sneakers were a hot topic for both brands,
attracting mentions over other product lines.
31% of Nike and Adidas content was tagged
with #sneakers, respectively.

2.2K

Slide not included in this preview

*Not all brands are solely focused on menswear
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Brand Spotlight on Adidas

ADIDAS OWNED CONTENT PROMOTES ATHLETICWEAR
@Adidas (global account)
15.1M Followers

271 posts

10%

No mentions of the top
menswear hashtags*

Slide not included in this preview

•

Partnerships with sportspeople and athleticwear were the focus
of Adidas’ global @Adidas Instagram channel. While the brand
operates several other accounts highlighting different segments
of its business, the global handle remains the most visible go-to
Instagram presence for the brand, boasting 15.1M followers.
However, there was a slight disconnect between the focus of its
global account and the Adidas styles that consumers organically
posted about, which tended to centre on its casualwear.

•

This was visible across Adidas sneakers in particular, which
accounted for 37% of organic conversation around the brand.
Moreover, the most engaging owned post showcased classic
Superstar sneakers, sprayed with the colours of the LGBT flag,
attracting over 153K Likes and 2K comments.
*Hashtags detailed in the report scope (slide 4)
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Brand Spotlight on Adidas

ENGAGING CONTENT FOCUSES ON INSPIRATION RATHER THAN PRODUCT
Creativity

•

Adidas’ frequently reaffirmed its creativity, messaging that has
helped place it 8th in the 2016 Coolbrands ranking. This may
also increase its appeal with Millennials, who are the most
prominent* Adidas customer demographic.

•

A third of the 100 most engaging** @Adidas Instagram posts
used the word “create” in copy. A further 14% referenced the
#heretocreate campaign, which showcased stories on how
creativity is redefining sport from athletes, influencers and
bloggers. Brand messaging here focused on inspiring
consumers rather than driving customer conversions.

Diversity in Sport

*Specifically 25-39 year olds, according to YouGov survey data (2016)
**Defined as posts attracting more than 3K combined Likes and comments
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•

Highlighting diversity in sports drove some of the greatest
engagement around Adidas content. The second most
engaging post of the period, for example, celebrated LGBT
diversity (153.7K Likes) and prompted 83% more comments
than the next most commented on post.

•

Top content from the #heretocreate campaign, a phase of
which addressed female sportspeople, featured women. This
included a female footballer, which was the 4th most engaging
post across the period, and another leveraging sport
influencers @candaceparker
(263K followers) and
@allymisslove (38.6K followers).

Brand Spotlight on HUGO BOSS

HUGO BOSS GAINS TRACTION ONLINE & OFFLINE
@hugoboss (global account)
2.4M Followers

696 posts

•

•

•

17%

No mentions of the top
menswear hashtags*

6%

8%

HUGO BOSS was one of the most successful brands
represented on Instagram, both online and offline. As well as
ranking third among premiumSlide
brandsnot
in included
menswear
conversation, it was also the most purchased brand by UK
male Instagrammers.*
The brand focused on more formal fashion or event
photography on its global Instagram channel (2.4M followers),
which is split between men’s and women’s fashion, but biased
18%
towards the former. Only 11% of posts were in video format,
significantly less than on Adidas’ account.
HUGO BOSS featured the brand-specific hashtag #ThisIsBOSS
in 60% of Instagram content. The hashtag was appropriated by
consumers in a small number of organic posts.
*Hashtags detailed in the report scope (slide 4)
**Based on GlobalWebIndex data: UK Male Instagram users, who had purchased an item from the
brand in the past 1-2 years
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in this preview

10%

6%

Brand Spotlight on HUGO BOSS

HUGO BOSS STRATEGY IS INFLUENCER-CENTRIC
Full page content formats

Influencers

Slide not included in this preview
•

•

More than half of the top most engaging posts* mentioned or
tagged an influencer. Red Carpet shots accounted for many of
the most successful of these, showcasing celebrities like actor
Miles Teller in bespoke tuxedos. This highlighted the
craftsmanship and exclusive nature of the product,
characteristics that appeal to the Luxury Seekers community on
Instagram.
However, a collaboration with blogger @iamgalla (2.1M
followers) also proved fruitful, attracting 61% more engagement
compared to the average number of Likes and comments for
the period. He featured in 27 @hugoboss posts overall.
*Defined as posts attracting more than 10K combined Likes and comments
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•

HUGO BOSS experimented with full page content formats, with
mixed results. It published mosaic-like partial or full images in
series of individual shots connected through outfits and
backgrounds.

•

While this was distinctive, the strategy required the brand to
continuously post more than one image to complete the
overall picture and images with only part of a complete
picture were less successful in generating engagement.

Recommendations

Recommendations

RECOMMENDATIONS

Leverage popular consumer hashtags such as #mensfashion and #menswear to increase the
reach of owned content and attract new followers. This is particularly important for new or
emerging menswear brands looking to grow awareness among consumers.
Activate relevant sub-communities12%by using tribe-specific hashtags such as #streetstyle and
#dapper. Appropriating consumers’ own language is vital for brands with a more specific
customer profile. ThisSlide
also encourages
theseinsub-communities
not included
this preview to create UGC featuring the
brand’s products, building advocacy.
45%

Brands should fully optimise their Instagram accounts, and take advantage of the latest
42%
platform functionality. For example, Instagram Stories provides rich and interactive ways for
brands to engage consumers, whether their existing followers or new ones via Story Ads. The
latter also features a URL link for viewers to click through to a brand site or product page, an
issue that has previously limited Instagram’s ROI for retailers.
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Influencers

MENSWEAR INFLUENCERS TO ACTIVATE
Influencer Name

Username

Description

Followers

Posts

Total Reach*

Inspirations Style

@inspirations_style

Style Inspiration

1.02M

2

293K

#mensfashion #style #outfit

Oliver Proudlock

@proudlock

Reality TV personality,
Fashion, Fitness &
Lifestyle

679K

15

1.47M

#instafashion #mensfashion
#mensstyle #madeinchelsea

Gent With Street
Style

@gentwithstreetstyle

Men’s Street style

439K

2

113K

#mensfashion #dapper
#dressforsuccess

Fashion Born

@fashioborn

Fashion Magazine

405K

8

491K

#mensfashion #design #style
#outfit

Rowan Row

@rowanrow

1.1M

#menstyle #fashion
#rowanrow

Carl Cunard

@carl_cunard

Fashion Blogger

254K

17

566K

#mensfashion #ootd #style

John Melchino

@blvckmvnivc

Fashion Brand Creative
Director

247K

10

159K

#instafashion #instastyle
#onpoint

@dailywristwatch

Watch Feed

219K

8

268K

#watchoftheday #luxurywatch
#mensfashion

Samuel Bensoussan

@samuelbensoussan

Model

190K

17

386K

#menswear #blogger
#lifestyle

Louis-Nicolas Darbon

@louisnicolasdarbon

Fashion Blogger

181K

27

621K

#dapperstyle
#mensfashionblog
#mensfashionpost

Daily Wrist Watch

SlideFashion
notBlogger
included in255Kthis preview
41

*Estimated reach based on all posts published within the category.
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Frequent Hashtags

